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stopband attenuation at sampling rate of 13.5 MHz. Such strict
phase specification, which is specially required for usual video
filtering, makes sampled-data linear phase Finite Impulse Response
(FIR) realization very attractive.

This paper proposes a d-fold multistage Switched-Capacitor (SC)
interpolation filter with 5 MHz passband and 54 MHz output
sampling rate for NTSClPAL digital video signal processing
systems. The circuit implements an impulse sampled halfband
interpolation with 23- and 7-tap FIR filtering in 1"- and 2"d-stage
respectively for achieving a linear-phase response. A novel areaefficient technique including symmetrical-coefficient-sharing and
spread-reduction is proposed in this transversal SC circuit
embedding minimized mismatch-free analog delay lines with
accurate, wideband gain- and offset-compensation. This filter is
designed with optimized speed of the analog components in 0.35
p m CMOS technology and expected to consume about 2 mm2
active area and 90 mW at 3.0 V supply.

This paper proposes a realization of FIR SC multirate video
interpolation circuit with a first stage of 23-tap followed a second
stage of 7-tap halfband filtering embedding the sampling rate
increase from 13.5 MHz to 54 MHz. The circuit is designed with
A M s 0.35 p m CMOS technology with the novel halfband
polyphase architecture and efficient symmetrical-coefficientsharing and spread-reduction as well as Gain- and OffsetCompensation (GOC) techniques achieved by the Predictive
Correlated-Double Sampling (P-CDS).

1. INTRODUCTION

2. CIRCUIT DESIGN

The video restitution post-filtering is obligatorily required in digital
video encoding which can be found in the increasingly developed
consumer and professional video applications, such as DVD
players, TV-Output in DVD-equipped PCs, PC multimedia video
editing systems, digital set-top boxes, digital still cameras, video
phones as well as studio and broadcast video systems [I-51. In such
systems, the digital YCrCb (4:2:2) 8- or 16-bit component video
stream inputs are converted into standard analog composite (NTSC
or PAL) or S-video outputs, and a post anti-imaging filter is
necessary to smooth the DAC outputs by attenuating the images
from the inherent sampling process in digitizing analog video. In
many cases, however, such analog video filters have been
essentially discrete or passive because of the difficulty in realizing
high-order monolithic continuous-time (C-T) filters with phaseequalization which require complex filter trimming for meeting the
strict specifications such as CCIR-601 digital video standards [6-71.
Thus, digital multirate schemes can be employed with the price of
increasing the speed of encoder datapath and DAC that consumes
more power and silicon area to relax the specification of C-T filters
which, nevertheless, still usually are realized off-chip [2,5]. Another
more economic alternative, namely, analog multirate technique [S91, relaxes both DSPIDAC speed and C-T filter specifications by
the insertion of an Switched-Capacitor (SC) interpolation filter
between the DAC and the post C-T filter. The effectiveness of this
approach results from the analog components of this SC
interpolator operating at lower input sampling rate by employing
efficient impulse sampled polyphase structures [ 101.
Digital video standards recommend that the filtering of 5-MHz and
4.2-MHz bandwidth NTSC and PAL signals, respectively, needs to
achieve equi-ripple gain (< M.25 dB) & linear phase characteristics

2.1 Half-Band Polyphase Structure
Various approaches for realization of SC FIR filters have been
proposed [I 1-15]. However, they either require large amount of
active elements, i.e. OTA's or buffers, or are not suitable for high
frequency implementation. More importantly, even though they can
be operated at the higher output rate 54 MHz for interpolation, it
will not only increase the speed requirement of OTA's, but also
introduce extra 2.1 dB-rolloff at 5 MHz in passband caused by the
additional sample-and-hold ( S N ) effect at input sampling rate 13.5
MHz due to the specific nature of analog interpolation, thus extra
effort in S i d x correction is always mandatory. Thus, the impulse
sampled ADB polyphase interpolation [lo] is an optimum
technique that will eliminate such input lower S E I effect and allow
OTA's operating at lower input sampling rate which is especially
appropriate for video high speed applications. For an optimum
solution in power and silicon consumption with respect to the
required OTA's, S C branches as well as capacitance spread and
area, the multistage interpolation with halfband filtering [IO] is
adopted. One main advantage of halfband filter is that almost half
of impulse response coefficients are zero that will not only reduces
the SC branches and capacitance area but the sensitivity problem
which is a critical limitation of long-tap analog transversal filter.
The overall interpolation circuit contains two stages in which the
first one is a 23-tap halfband interpolator with a sampling rate
increase from 13.5 MHz to 27 MHz, and the second is a 7-tap
halfband filter with the final output sampling rate at 54 MHz. For
clarity, the simplified circuit diagrams based on the halfband
impulse sampled ADB polyphase structure are shown in Fig.l(a)
and (b), respectively, for 1"- and 2&-stage, although they are
implemented in fully-differential architectures.
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2.2 Coefficient-Sharing

'

One advantage of FIR linear phase filtering in implementation is
the feasibility of the sharing of symmetrical coefficients. Unlike in
digital signal processing, it is not achievable previously in pure SC
circuits (unless for the semi-analog SC FIR structures [15] which is
not suitable for high-speed filtering) due to the impossibility of
analog summing by only one SC branch. As both positive and
negative outputs are available in fully-differential structures, we
propose here a simple elegant solution for sharing coefficients by
just subtracting one positive version output signal with another but
in negative version that will have same tap weight from distinct
delay stages. Such subtraction can be implemented by SC branch in
either Fig.2(a) or (b). The latter one is preferred as it is insensitive
to parasitics and the former does, and it can also eliminate the
signal-dependent charge injection & clock feedthrough errors by
using bottom-plate sampling which is not applicable to the former.
Note that the latter will subtract two inputs in two consecutive
phases whose charge transferring can be described as
AQ(z) = C(V,,L,(4z" +V,,,?(z))
(1)
where the extra z-"' delay can be embedded in the delay line. Such
sharing leads to not only a substantial reduction in total capacitor
area which normally dominates the total chip area but importantly a
large improvement in capacitance ratio matching and sensitivity.
Moreover, it also reduces the total capacitive loading and increases
the feedback factor to output accumulator OTA, which in turn,
improves the achievable speed of summing circuit or decreases the
required power consumption.
As shown in Fig.l(a), h4 & h,8, h6 & h,,, ha & h,,, and hl0 & h12
have been shared. After an optimization among the number of delay
block and sensitivity .in cope with the coefficient-sharing, spreadreduction and gain-, offset-compensation (discussed later), ho & h??,
hl & h2, have not been shared and even some are implemented by
parallel SC branches. This is due to the fact that they all have the
smallest value and, particularly, less sensitivity among all others,
thus no big impact on silicon area and sensitivity. Furthermore, the
sole mid coefficient h,, in polyphase filter 1, which is the most
sensitive one that affects especially stopband in halfband-filter, has
been adjusted to be unity and obtained directly from the mismatchfree delay line for eliminating the capacitance ratio deviation.

2.3 Spread-Reduction
Another critical problem of analog SC FIR filter is the capacitance
spread which is normally very large especially for narrowband
filtering. In this design, the spread has been optimized from original
1100 for single stage to only 114 for 2-stage realization, and then to
57 using impulse sampled interpolation technique (divided by
interpolation factor L). However, it will be about 11.4 pF for unit
capacitance of 200 fF which is still impractical for implementing at
such high frequency. T-network scheme [16] can reduce the spread
but at the expense of requiring higher DC amplifier gain and
suffering parasitics which cannot be neglected especially here when
the low-gain OTA's are used. Therefore, proposed here an efficient
technique for further spread-reduction described as follows: all
coefficients are divided into Group A: / ~ ~ ( h ?h6(h,6)
~ ) - and Group
B: h8(h14)- hlU(hl2)which will be normalized separately with their
own summing capacitor CIUd and Crum and their charge
transferring will be accomplished in successive phase A and B
respectively, and summed output in phase A will be transferred to

Csum by an extra C u in
~ phase B together with the charge:, from
Group B capacitors. To make an integer ratio of CUBand C r u mfor
good matching leads to the accuracy of overall capacitance ratio
equivalent to original one. In such realization, the spread can be
reduced to only 8, although 10.3 is finally adopted to increase the
feedback factor for relaxing OTA speed with dynamic range d i n g
for two phase outputs. Thus, about 72% reduction in total c:apacitance area is achieved by the above spread reduction scheme, and
more than 30% is further saved by the coefficient-sharing technique.

2.4 Mismatch- Gain- & Offset-Compensation
The upper circuit in Fig.l(a) or (b) forms a serial analog delay-line
which is another limitation of analog transversal filters, as various
errors like OTA finite-gain and offset-error, capacitance mismatch
as well as noise will be accumulated during the propagation of
analog signals through this delay line. Hence, in this design, the
number of the delay line in 1"'-stage has been minimized from
original 11 to now 5 stages by taking advantage of halfband
architecture [IO] and employing parallel SC propagation techniques
with the price of more clock phases which can be simply generated
by digital logic. Besides, predictive correlated-double-sampling
with mismatch-free techniques [ 17-18], which achieves an accurate
wideband compensation of finite gain and offset errors as well as
the flicker noise, is also employed in the delay line. This not only
reduces the fixed pattern noise due to the OTA DC offset and
mismatch from the parallel path nature of polyphase structure, but
also relaxes the design difficulty of high-gain but high-speed
OTA's, thus allowing the use of very simple single-stage low gain
architecture with a maximum exertion in their high frequency
capability. For simplicity, only the novel half-period GOC SC
mismatch-free delay circuit (single-ended version) is shown in
Fig.l(c) where the sampling and prediction are both in phase A and
compensated output is generated in phase B. The delay circuits with
zJ", 2'. and z - ' ~can be easily obtained from [ 181.
The output accumulation of polyphase filter 0 is implemented with
Same-Sample Correction (SSC) property for gain- and offsetcompensation [18]. Thus, for 1"-stage, only one OTA for
accumulator operates at output sampling rate which .will not
increase too much expense in terms of silicon and power
dissipation, and all other 6 OTA's operate at lower input sampling
rate (full output period settling). However, since 2"d-stage needs to
implement only 4 non-zero coefficients with maximum spread of
11.4, the high speed of OTA (at 54 MHz) is of more critical when
compared to area. Hence, to have a predictive gain-, offsetcompensation but without sacrificing OTA speed, the coefficientsharing technique is not adopted, so that the OTA in accumulator is
relaxed to be settled in a full output sampling period (1/54 IvlHz).

3. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION
By taking the advantage of low gain requirement, the OTA is
simply the telescopic cascode input differential amplifier but with
non-cascode PMOS active load. This architecture consumes less
static power and has inherently lower noise due to the minimum
current legs (2 legs) and noise contribution devices (4 devices),
respectively. More importantly, it has very fast speed capability,
because, firstly, there are only NMOS devices in the signal path.
Secondly, the usage of input cascode reduces the Miller effect of
input transistor, and thirdly, the length of transistors especially
input differential pair can be reduced due to the gain-compensation
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and flicker-noise-suppression nature of CDS. Satisfactory gain,
which simply depends on the transconductance of differential pair
and the output resistance of PMOS active load, can be easily
achieved (100-500) due to the cascode input. Furthermore, the
output swing (maximum of ~(V,I, - 4Vdrat))is also enlarged due to
non-cascode load when compared to typical telescopic OTA. The
Miller-effect cancellation transistors [19] and internal biasing for
the cascode transistors [20] are also employed, and the output
common-mode voltage is controlled by a dynamic SC commonmode feedback circuit.
In P-CDS circuits, the speed requirement of OTA in predictive and
compensated output phases is different and the latter is always
dominant due to a small feedback factor when generating the
compensated virtual ground by the error-correction-capacitor C,.
To obtain a reasonable feedback factor in both two phases and also
a good gain compensation accuracy, a compromised ratio between
input parasitics of OTA and the C, is especially important where
around 1 to 0.6 has been adopted in the circuit for different
situations. Thus, from the worst-case HSPICE simulations, the
faster OTA required in 2”d-stage and also in output accumulator of
first stage achieves 430 MHz open-loop unit-gain frequency and 51
dB gain and 70” phase margin for a capacitive load of 6.5 pF, and a
17 ns settling time (0.1%)for 1 Vpp output step with equivalent 6.5
pF load and a worst-case feedback factor. The power consumption
is about 12.5 mW for 3 V supply. The slower OTA used in delay
line of 1”-stage exhibits 176 MHz unit-gain frequency, 51 dB gain
and 75” phase margin for 6.5 pF loading. Simulated closed-loop
0.1% settling time is about 25 ns with a power of 6 mW.
In order to reduce the signal-dependent charge injection and clock
feedthrough, the bottom-plate sampling with fully-differential
technique is used here for turning off all the switches near the
virtual ground node of OTA first (For simplicity, not shown in
circuit diagrams). For not only relaxing the circuit complexity but
simplifying the required clock phases, only NMOS switches are
used in this circuit. This is possible because the common-mode
voltage and the required differential output are 1.1 V and 1.6 Vp-p,
respectively, thus being the nonlinearity of the resistance of CMOS
and NMOS switches similar within (0.7-1.5 V) for 3 V supply.
Besides, dummy switches are especially used in the switches for
GOC error-correction-capacitors and output sampling capacitors.
. Switch sizing is ranged from the width of 3 pm to 30 pm to
accommodate the different loading conditions.
The circuit is designed with AMS 0.35 p m Double-Poly CMOS
and expects to consume an active chip area smaller than 2 mm2and
a total DC power around 90 mW (not including clock generation).

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
The amplitude response of this SC interpolator illustrated in Fig.3
was simulated with together non-ideal effects, like finite DC gain
(300), finite bandwidth (one-pole OTA model including input and
output parasitics), and also the top (10%) &bottom (30%) parasitics
in all capacitors and the corresponding switch on-resistance. The
unwanted image bands located at 13.5 MHz & 40.5 MHz and 27
MHz have been attenuated by 1”- and 2”d-stage separately. MonteCarlo sensitivity simulation verifies that the circuit achieves desired
loss (-40 dB) with 0.3 % standard deviation of the Gaussian
capacitor ratio random variables. And the less-than 0.3 dB deviation
in passband eliminates the extra Sinrlx compensation at higher

output sampling rate. Moreover, F l T of the output signals shows
the noise tones due to the OTA DC offset (20 mV) is below -50 dB.

5. CONCLUSIONS
An optimized design and implementation of a 2-stage %fold SC
interpolation filter with the sampling rate increase from 13.5 MHz
to 54 MHz for NTSC/PAL digital video encoder post-processing
has been presented for achieving a halfband FIR linear-phase
response according to the standards of digital video. Various
techniques have been employed in the implementation for
overcoming several difficulties in analog FIR filtering for an
efficient solution in terms of power and silicon dissipation, such as
Impulse Sampled ADB polyphase halfband interpolation structure,
novel symmetrical-coefficient-sharing, spread reduction, wideband
gain- & offset-compensation with also mismatch-free delay line.
The simple low-gain low power but high speed OTA’s have also
been implemented. The overall circuit will require less than 2 mm2
active chip area with total DC power consumption of around 90
mW for 3 V supply in 0.35 p m CMOS.
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